SKILL-BUILDING

Intermediate MI Training includes:

- Practice in the technical and relational skills of Motivational Interviewing
- Accommodations to populations and settings
- A learning environment guided by the spirit
- and foundations of MI, and an instructor who models the method
- Competencies and strategies to use with difficult client situations.
- Full Implementation and development of skills proficiency standards
- Person Centered Ethics
- Motivational Interviewing Decision Rules
- Manager and supervisor guidance for complex
- settings and populations & systems
- Individual group & team practice
- Observed practice and coaching practice with feedback
- MI coding and proficiency basics
- Future Learning plans

Annie Fahy is an RN, LCSW with diverse clinical experience working in traditional and non-traditional settings and with complex clients. She is among the first class of certified Motivational Interviewing trainers from the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers (M.I.N.T). She founded Annie Fahy Consulting in 2011 and offers training and consulting nationally in Motivational Interviewing, Harm Reduction approaches and other evidenced based practices that improve healthcare and assist providers in strategic empathy skills. Her trainings are interactive and receive consistently high evaluations from participants. She often writes about clinical work and has published in creative and professionally.

MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING
INTERMEDIATE SKILL-BUILDING
ON-LINE FOUR SESSIONS  $199
Sept 8,14.21.28
3PM-5:00 PM EDT

anniefahy.com to register

How do you listen in a way that your patients will talk?
How do you talk in a way that your patients will listen? - Steve Berg-Smith
INTERMEDIATE ONLINE OPTIONS

Cultivate and build skills and proficiency. Explore Motivational Interviewing Decision Rules and how they inform your clinical choices. Understand what makes MI different from active client centered practice. Is a one day training difficult to work in your schedule? Consider on-line options below

ON-LINE INTERMEDIATE SKILLS & STRATEGIES
MAKE YOUR PRACTICE HUM
Segments will focus on skill-building and ways utilizing MI relational and technical skills in work settings for the self and in others. Flexible proficiency is the goal. Participants will spend time on what makes it MI and gain valuable skills for evaluation of their own practice and also guiding others to exceeding baselines. Prior basic MI training is required.

ARE YOU GUIDING OTHERS?
Consultation boosters will build strategic MI skills in small manageable increments conducted in 2 hour sessions. Designed for those who may have a leadership guiding or supervisor role to build MI capacity in others, sessions will offer practice opportunities transferrable curriculum & case consultation.

ANNIE FAHY CONSULTING
The conversation is the medicine
—Annie Fahy

NOT SURE WHAT YOU NEED CONSIDER A 1:1 SESSION $65

PEOPLE TEND LEARN MI IN STAGES LEARNING RELATIONAL OR SPIRIT SKILLS FIRST AND TECHNICAL SKILLS OF CULTIVATING CHANGE TALK AND SIDESTEPPING SUSTAIN TALK A BIT LATER

ANNIE FAHY CONSULTING
anniefahy.com
949 290 8378
anniefahy@gmail.com